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Students Given Voice
In Academic C·ouncil:
By PAT DECKER
Important progress toward increased student representation in the
university administration has recently
been realized with the Academic Council's adoption of a resolution which
would include one student, with voting
powers, in its membership. The Academic Council, the single most important committee i~ the university, is
the body which exercises full control
of all academic affairs here at Xavier.
It was this committee which gave the
final approval to the new Core ~ur
riculum, dropped R.O.T.C. as a requirement for graduation, and set the
current standards in regards to credit
hours required for graduation.
Thoman inspeds the "Black Widow Nurse," Kathie Labanz, in the Xavier
·University Players' play, Joe Orton's commedy "LOOT." This weekend in
the Arena Theatre.

XU Players 'Loot'
-·-

.

The Xavier University Players' second production of the
season, Joe Orton's award-winning comedy "Loot", will be
presented in the University Center Arena Theatre December
12, 13 and 14 at 8 p.m. Otto A. Kvapil with direct.
"Loot" was named "Best Play of
the Year" in 1966 by the London Evening Standard. It opened to rave reviews
....... ---.--in. .New... York ·in ..\9~R. The. _movie ver~
·
si>Jn startid rifining i~ift.:.septeni
ber starring Richard· Attenborough,
.Lee Remick and Hywell Bennett.
Joe Orton is distinguished by the
fact that all three of his major plays
have been produced in New York. The
first was "Entertaining Mr. Sloane",
f{)llowed by "Loot." The third work,
"Crimes of Passion", opened last
month to excellent reviews and is still
running. Orton was murdered by his
roommate in 1967.

pipe-smoking gentleman who is snooping around the house and claims to be
an official of the Metropolitan Water
Board. Since they have both been beaten
·u'p by him'· at tlie. police stations, they
suspect him of being a policeman.
One reviewer wrote of the story
about death, religion, money and the
police, "To ·like it you might have to
have a twisted sense of humor. I liked
it. But don't take your Aunt Mildredespecially if she has just died."

Xavier students are admitted free
with ID cards, and companion tickets
are $1. Adults are $2. For tickets and
reservations, stop by the Players' Box
"Loot" is a kind of black, artificial Office across from the grill, or call
drawing comedy which has been com- 853-3559.
pared by critics to the works of Oscar
Wilde and Jonathan Swift in spirit. The
drawing room in this case has been
replaced by a front parlor, the principal object of which is a coffin.

The idea for a student representative to this body was originated by Ron
Moening and Tim Burke, Student Council President. Working through Student Council, the ·initial proposal was
adopted in a formal resolution by Student Council. It was then· submitted
approximately a month ago to Rev.
Jeremiah O'Caliaghan, Academic Vice
President, who serves as chairman for
the Academic Council, and the other
ten members of the council.
After some study and a further explanation of the proposal, it was passed
and approved by the Academic Council
and it received the final approval of
Fr.

Pt~ul

O'Cotlnor. The next 5tep was

·to formulate some· process

for

According to Tim Burke, the sig-

nificant implications of the passage
of this measure are that the university
administrators have begun to actively
recognize their responsibility to communicate with the students in affairs
which basically concern the students.
Moreover, the administration has begun to admit that the students of the
Xavier community arc intelligent beings who may be capable of contributing valuable insights when matters of
administration policy arc being determined.

tion of the student member ot the Academic Council. It was agreed that
Student Council would nominate three
candidates for the position and that the
Academic Council, as a body, would
make the final decision from the three
nominees.
The appointment of a student to this
committee is more than a mere formality. The student, as a member of
Academic Council will hold full voting
powers the same as the other eleven
members. This appointment, while
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Student Unrest Linked
/
To Current Social Upheaval
:

by GREGORY X. BOEHM

Speaking in the Armory last Wednesday night Dr. Bond, visiting psychologist from Bowling Green State
University, attempted to set forth a
perspective on student unrest. "The
university will always reflect the current sociological trends which its environment undergoes," he said. "Student unrest is a sign of change which
our whole society - our whole world is confronting. And that is the most
dominant factor of the unrest: Change."
Dr. Bond then proceeded to determine from where all this change is
-

-

-

~c

I

live by what is only legal. I think
have learned that what is legally permissable is not always morally appropriate." Our affluency is also accountable for a large amount of change.
This young generation is the first gen- i
eration which has been given the op- 1
portunity, the time, to be concerned l
about the other people in their world.
"Obviously this is not immediately \
apprehensible by older generations;
we lived through the depression and
at that time the concern was for me·
and my family."
·1
· Now to the University. Out of all the
institutions we have in our society, per-

i

·

the extent to which World War II ad- to change. For;_some,::reason we felt
mitted technological change into the that we had the right method, the on!y
very fabric of our society." The next right method, of teaching students.
characteristic he cited was our stag- . But if we understand that education is
gering mobility. He recounted the man's tool to improve the human constory of how man in Bowling Green dition, then we must realize that the
was the newest resident in his neigh- . methods will change with the times."

I
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•
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borhood; a year later the same man
was the oldest resident on his block.
"Television is another source of all
the change we are experiencing. With
people believing as much as they see
and hear through the medium of television, networks have a large rcsponsibility." Dr. Bond then expressed his
opinion that we have become a merely
legal society. "~eally. man should ?e
able to work With hiS fellow man. Ill
dimensions which are above - wh1ch
transcend - the law. The fear is that
we will soon eradicate our morals and

Today's students have two peculiar
characteristics. Upon coming to college they have been greatly exposed to
volumes of knowledge. The other point
is that they have had a chance to see
their lives have an impact on their
society. "Most of the students have
participated in inner-city projects.
Students such as these cannot be expected to attend. a college for four years
and just sit there. They have got to be_
given a laboratory for their interests.
The science students have their
Physics and Chemistry Labs; we have
yet to devise some for t.hc humanities
dent Council will. remain in the Univer- students."
sity Center. In addition, Fr. Flynn reDr. Bond, in imparting a closing
tains his darkroom in the basement; perspective, stated t.hat he sees stuthe remaining space in the basement dents who once tried Eastern Religions
was allocated for a combination study and iater moved on to drugs, arc now
hall and co-ed lounge.
returning to the transcental as a form

space on the top floor are: the yP.arbook, the Athenaeum, the Debating
Society,
and the International EducaRev Clifford S. Besse, S.J., Space
Committee chairman, recently an- tion group.·
nounced that the Space Committee had
The first floor will primarily house
come to a decision about the future usc extensions of Student Council. Both the
of Breen Lodge. According to this de- Inter-dorm Council and the Commuter
cision, according to the agreement Council will get meeting rooms. In
reached at the committee's November addition, desks for class presid~nts
These decisions of the Space Com- of interest. "I see the students partici25 meeting, various student organiza- will be provided. Quarters for both
mittee cannot go into effect until the pating in deep introspection. There
The two accomplices are also distions and a study hall/lounge will oc- ·the Young Democrats and Young ReJesuits presently residing in Breen - is also arising a greater voice for priturbed by the presence of a sinister,
cupy the building.
publicans will also be on the first floor.
Fathers Burke, Flyn~,' and Savag~--:= vacy. These are a few of the reasons
By the committee's decision, Stu- take up residence in the nearly-com- why I say there arc exciting times
Among the organizations receiving
pleted Schott Building.
ahead."
Like to sing, meet girls and be part
of a Xavier tradition? The Clef Club
is your bag. The club needs more
members to fill its ranks. We're not
By DENIS WALSH
looking for the greatest voices but
era! students who felt the need for
for the people who are interested in
A wooden cross has been erected some sort of shrine dedicated to the
doing Glee Club singing while enjoynext to the Our Lady of Peace and Vic- Korean and Vietnam war dead. In a
ing the social activities of the Club.
tory shrine in memory of the Korean letter to President O'Connor, a numThe Clef Club sings popular and and Vietnam war dead. The corss is ber of these students explained their
jazz arrangements to the various hits the one that was used at the November reasons for erecting the cross (see
of today. In addition to singing at vari- 14 and 15 Memorial Vigil held here on Leuer, p. 2).
ous female high schools around the city campus in honor of the American war
Says junior Matt Hayes,' "We felt
the club will conduct 2 tours to wo- dead.
·
that the idea of the specific Korean
men's colleges in Kansas City, S!.
A small engraved plaque was placed and Vietnam memorial would be genLouis, Cleveland and Detroit. This
at
the
juncture of the two rough boards, erally accepted here. We hope that the
year we have the honor of singing with
memorial we erected will also be acthe world renowned Cincinnati Sym- and on it is the inscription:
cepted. The cross was .-chosen because
This
cross
i~
dedicated·
to
those
phony Orchestra in the Father Rivers
who have died in the Korean and it was used in the two-day vigil held
Jan. Mass at Cincinnati Music Hall.
Vietnam Connids-November, 1969 here in November and is symbolic of
If you want to be part of the Clef
Xavier's efforts to honor the war
Club tradition talk to anyone of the
The memorial was erected by sev- dead."
members at the booth across from '
the Grill.
..Jfhis cross was erected in honor
the Korean and Vietnam war rlead.
By DAN COSTELLO

,.
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· •d e d
Breen Lodge's_Fate D eel

A freshly bereaved husband is
mourning his wife, assisted 'by a pretty
young nurse who has been widowed by
her patients seven times in as many
years. The scene of mourning is joined
by the dead woman's son. He is preoccupied to some extent because, together with ·his best friend, an undertaker's assistant, he has just robbed
a bank.

seemingly insignificant, \~ill ha.vc farreaching effects in the future, say
members of Student Council. Since
the Academic Council is the seat of
control for all academic affairs and,
since the students are the ones who
are most affected by the decisions of
the council, they say it is extremely
important that the students have a
voting representative on this committee.

Clarion Call

Memoriai·Cross Erected

or
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letter Tea~s .Needed·· Mixed
There seenis to be a general movement throughout the ·
· p
nation to r~cruit people for o~e purpo~~ or an~the~. I would like
But. UU.Uman
to see Xavter become an act1ve part1c1pant an th1s movement.
j

How can they best do this? I don't mean by endorsing the military
but by having bigger, faster men playing football, basketball, Letter to the Editor:
and baseball for us.
Your recent article entitled "CruAthletics has been part of the American university tradition cify," I think well represented the
poor treatment the S.O.S. faction refor a century. I enjoy having it so. I think rivalries and a com- ceived
upon their arrival on the XU
petitive spirit are healthy for all involved, and I pity the schools campus.
that have removed them from part of their college life. In order
Let me first state that I do not and
to have this attitude be healthy, though, pride is also necessary never will agree with the basic ideas
of S.O.S.·
to a great extent.
However, I believe that this incident
This season our men played with pride in football, they will
a certain degree of "closeplay with pride in basketball a~d baseball, although for all the shows
mindedness" of individuals on the
support the latter gets from the university it may as well be a campus. On this specific occasion I
club sport. I watch them with pride. They are good. They are bought one of their pieces of literature.
determined. They try. They want it. Why then can't they have ·When I put the quarter in the S.O.S.
hand some of the Muskies looked at me
records that show what they really are?
as though I had committed a crime.
Well, we have a certain pride in giving ourselves really As it turned out, it was the biggest
tough schedules. It makes things more worthwhile. I think there waste of 2S cents t~at I had ever spent.
are only two alternative methodos of improving our record.
For the future, when a radical view
Sacrifice a little pride and play easier teams (which I am op- is presented to this campus, let them
posed to), or else get better men-better in size, strength, and talk but why not first ignore? We don't_L.:_~~~:..!!:':.!..~~~~=:==~::~~~~~~~~~~
speed: because I think what we have in desire and effort cannot have to curse and jeer them, they're
only human, a little mixed up but human. fng that Council had spent ·half its an- meet the usual hitrried demands of
be improved upon.
nual funds. Actually he drew attention .student representation and to particiI would favor the latter. With its favorable position, Xavier
Bill Pfefferle '73 to tlwfact that about halfthefunds which pate quite extensively in everything
can draw from several areas to build teams-Chicago, Washannually pass through Counci's care from social activities to Black Deeach year have already done so. There mands and the Vietnam Moratorium..
ington, Detroit, all over the mid west. Those opposed to this
is a difference, of course, but Mr.
In conclusion, Council is appreci·
can say we already lose ·money. I think if we had a winning team
Thiron's point that Council should act· tive of the interest the ~.U. News
with our schedules .we would raw enough to profit. Sure we'd
quickly to establish adequate · internal hu taken in its affairs, but in the future
lose for a couple of years, but we would have more pride and
controls remained clear.
we urae the New~ to maintain objecthat makes it worthwhile. You have to spend money to make
We remind our. readers that the tive and unbiased reportiq and avoid
money. Spend it on recguiting and coaching, make the whole Letter to the Editor:
article clearly stated that no one ·su.r- conjecture . and rumor: in their quest
community "want it," not the team and a couple of hundred
My personal response to Gary pects Mike Hi11iru of mis-handling for journalistic t~th.
1 m
· 1u t wee k's News funds. .In fact, it was to Higgim
students.
Reed' s a rt'1ce
. thtlt
Student Council
entitled "Thiron to Investigate Use of Counc1l turned for i1f{ormat1on . to
Others argue that money should be spent on intramurals but
".
clear the •ir around the quest1om
.
Counc1l Funds 1s one of anger r.·L, ,
h
,_ d. Th
••
feel we could just as well give up sports otherwise. When, as Student
.
.
.
nrron s speec ra~e .
ese qu....a~d
disbelief.
Mr.
Thll'on
wu
gros~Iy
tlom
remain
the
critical
issue.
Any
last year, there are 64 basketball intramural teams, when there
miSquoted! and not only were the m11- Council member who addresses him. are several football, volleyball, baseball teams, when handball quat~. URJUSlly : alande~~us, ltut ·taken . se!f to this .issue .willf;;,d the Newa
!.. courts are busy every weekend and the goJf clubs 'are continu- collectively they m1smterpret the
't
'd · ""
1 WI'll'mg 10 l end 1
s
whole
idea
of
the
so-called
"invesmos
al
"'
a
"
ously checked out in spring we don't need that much improvement · · " Th
· 1e mad e 1't seem manner whatsoever.
Ed.
1)le letter you have just read is the :
e artie
in the intramurals. If a guy is a book worm he will be a book- t1gat1on.
Student Council rebuttal to an article
, like funds were being siphoned off by
worm.- If he wants to. be well r9unded in this sense he will play Council members for private uses.
in November J9, 1969 X.U.New•
concerning the · present reassessment
whether we pour tens of thousands into intramurals or not. This is far from being the case, for
of the sources and uses of Student CounStill others say a college or university is academic in its money is spent only as Council approcil funds. As a member of Council I
priates it, and a record of all receipts
purpose, and, therefore, does not need any athletics. If I can and expenditures is kept by the Stufeel it is only fair to the student body
seriously consider this viewpoint at all it would only be to say dent Council Treasurer. These books to the Editor:
to present the other side of this issue.
it is wrong. The purpose of Xavier, at any rate, is to develop are available to anyone interested
The letter ·seems to imply that it
The following is a statement which
well rounded men. To do this they should have other interests enough to look through them.
was passed by Student Council in their received a strong endorsement from
Student CounciL This, however, is
I would like to correct several false meeting December 3, 1969: than, take pride in other things than how many students use the
statements made in last weeks' article: In light of the fact that the Xavier somewhat misleading by the fact that
library on Sunday afternoon.
of the twenty-two voting members of
I. Student Council does have rec- News, November 19, 1969, in an artiI am for giving the teams more support. I am for fostering
Council, four were absent from the
ords of the money it has spent, both cle concerning the Xavier University
meeting three cast negative votes, and
is
a
part
of.
the old fashioned
pride
in
what
an
individual
last
year
and
this
year.
I
challenge
Student
Council,
has
shed
something
of
.
.

~pology

Demanded?

I

Thiron

.

·---ctanJie8.

!

:council
Statement

.
lntrus1on
.

.

anyone to find any gross errors in a pallor on the integrity of the Council
Council's books for the last two years. and in particular our treasurer, Mich2. We are acquiring the use of the ael Higgins, we, the members of counAccounting Department only to help cil feel it necessa!Y to c:Iarify the
us device a system whereby we can following points:
(I) The purpose of Mark Thiron's
exercise rigid internal control.
3. There is no inequity of twothou- reevaluation of ·Council fun~s is to
sand dollars in council funds. There improve the current. bookkeeping syswas a misunderstanding as to the cor• tem..
·
rec:t amount taken in at Homecoming (2) There are adequate records of
which has since been cleared up.
put Council expenditures available
4. Council has not ·spent half of its .to any interested party and ob!ainable
funds as such. Money was spent on through .~?o~J, contact 1 w~~: ,t~
H
·
b ·
d treasurer.; !
. ,
. , 1l ,
omecommg, ut It was a 11 recovere ( ) H If. 0 f c
'I f d ha bee
and council showed a profit. Council is 3
a
h ou~~ . un s H ve
n
_
... _~pent on su~ --~~tl~1t 1 ~--~~~~-:
completely solvent.
·· ·
· . ··
.
mg, the Xav1er Day of Awareness Con... Let. m~ e!!'phas1ze apm that the· ceming Vietnam, and for the Speakers
mvestJptJon waa not to locate any Committee. SIO 229.95 remain in the
"missing fund~," b~t rather to help treasury at p~sent.
Student Counc1l dev1se a better system (4) Student Council has managed to
of internal control whereby Council · · .
could better manage its .fu_nds.
·

. WJS.

.

.

Something happened to Xavier last week-the draft lottery
was drawn and became an· undeniable reality. Admittedly it is
a fact to be dealth with at every other school in the country, as
it is here.
· Personal reactions are as varied as the number of birthdates and situations. A general moan from the bottom third,
the cry of uncertainity from the middle section, and the sigh
of happy relief from the high-numbered individuals, ·harmonize ·into a tune that means, if nothing else, that something
significant has happened.
Xavier has been rudely visited by the outside world. Already
the sound of the clamor is fading away, but the fact remains.
Speculation concerning the meaning and consequence of the
new system will continue until it also is changed. What wiD
continue to be constant though is that there is a real world
outside this campus, and its mixers, crusades, and contro-.
versies.
The reactions to the draft lottery are legitimate, though it
is heartening to see the reality of the outside world intruding
upon the intoxicating-student attitude of complacency and ·
escapism.
MDH
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I resent the manner in which the
article was written and I feel that. Student Council is entitled to a public
apology by the editor of this paper in
the next issue.
Michael E. Higgins
Treasurer, Student Council

Regrettably, this. artiCle did contain
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , two errors, for which 1he News hastem
to apologize. The word "use;, in the
QUOTE OF. THE WEEK
r '
;eadline was misleading in that the in"Let us affront and reprimand the smooth mediocrity and squalid co'ii-: vestigation covers only accounting
tentment of the times, and hurl in the face of custom and .trade and office, the procldures, not the purposes to which
fact which is the upshot of all history, that there is a great responsible Thinker funds have been applied. This mist!lke
and Actor working wherever a aman works."
was first drawn to our attention by
Ralph, ~~l~o, ~l,llPfSOn our reporter-News reporters do not
"Self Reliance" J841 w;ite' lheir' own 'headlin'e$. The article
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
• ·-·-··_·....·-·-·-'_.,..'-~~~~~·;..;·~·~·~·~·~·~·~.'~.-~·~·;...:·-!'· .itse/j .repr~sentui.Mr... Thirofl _as _stilr-

two abstained from voting. Thus, as one
can easily see, only a bare majority
of the entire Council voted in favor of
publishing the letter. Worst of all, when
those who dissented asked for a publication of the voting record, it was vetoed by Council for fear of ruining the
impression of unanimity. In effect, a
substantial minority opinion wu suppressed in expressing the views on a .
very important issue~ There were ·
many objections to the content of the
letter, some of which are as follows.
l 1 1'fhe! I~tter iS ;an; obvious ~tiempt of ~
Council to w&sh its hands of an appalling situation. which has plaaued CounC:il for many yean. Adequate recorda j·
are not available from years past as
the letter states and some debts owed J
to Council from previous years are
simply not on the books. A list of finan(Contiiiued on page J)
·
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Council Veep Hits the Issues
.is

This an exclusive interview with Senate, he said that "it would be useful
Pank Goulet, Vice-President of Stu- for the school, but this type o( governdent Council. He discusses several of. ment just changes the form of repre·
the ke1• issues 011 campus.
sentation and the major problem still

Clarence Mitchell performed as drum major for Xavier throughout his college
career.

..Increased Siz~ and Spirit
Spark Marching Muskies
by CHUCK QUINN

schedule-three games in eight days.
These were the Quantico game on Nov.
The 1969 season was a triumphant 15, the Bengals game on Nov. 16, and
~one for the Marching Muskies. In·
the Toledo game on Nov. 22. The Band
creased size and tremendous spirit
· , ··
·
reached its peak during this stretch at
both contributed to the new sound and
the· Bengal's last home game against
look. It was·also·a crowded and some- the 'Bosfon"Pairiots~''Til the''prescntdtiln~s heciic ~ season.'· Th'e. Band per· tion of"A Salute to the People of Ohio"
formed at ·seven games, several more
. h It
carrieo coast to coast by NBC TV, the
than usual, and finished Wit t rec Musketeer Band received the only
appe~rances within a period of eight
standing ovation given any Band by a
days.
Bengal crowd, which numbered 28,000.
The Musketeer Band does not us- . Because of this, the Xavier Marching
Ually appear at the first game, but this Band 11,·1s been 1'nvitcd hack for the
·d
til a 1d 'I fine 1 · d
· h
N
•
year, d ue tot h e goo wca er I •
t ur stra1g t year.
ext years perpre-season Band Camp program, tltl!y formance will be in the new River Front
, tate game. Stadium. One Columbus broadcaster
performed at the Kent S
This was the only night game on the made the statement during this game
schedule, so the Band presented a light that Mitch, the drum major, is the best
I d'
show. The Appollo II moon an mg drum major in the State of Ohio. He is
and other activities in space set the wrong! Mitch is the best drum major
stage for a "Space" show.
in the nation.
At the next game it was a case of
At the last game, the Toledo game,
David slaying Goliath, as the Marching the Marching Muskies had as their
Muskies proceeded to cut down to size guests over 100 high school band mem~
the mammoth U.C. Band.
bers. The prospects for next year are
The Dayton game at Dayton showed
the extreme versatility of the March·
ing Men of Xavier. Midway into the
second quarter the Band was told it
could not use the whole field, because
of the sloppy field conditions. So the
entire show was revamped. It· still
came off well.

very good.
The Marching Men of Xavier wish
to thank all members of the University,
~specially the student body, for th~ir
generous suppo~t and will be looking
forwar'd to their continued support in
the upcoming basketball and concert
season.

Then came the toughest part of the.

-.-..~~~

Class conscious that they are failing
in their council work. In contrast, he
commended such councilmen as Tom
Sheedy, Mark Thiron, and Mike Cooney
"I ;hink Student Council has been is that it will still lack necessary con· for outstanding efforts.
"all the freshmen members seem
very ineffective in making contact with tact with the student." He also felt
the students," Pank stated. "It is not that campus leaders must work to to be trying hard. It would be disastrous
serving as the key for leadership on develop the wealth of talent which if the rest of Council let them down."
campus or the hub of activity as it exists at Xavier.
"They won't be to blame," Panky
should be."
"Members must make better use warns, if the Blacks over-react to the
Giving his views on the Student of their contacts with their class, lack of interest towards their demands.
dorm council, commuter council, in He charges Council with doing a poor
order to be more effective," Pank job on this issue, emphasizing that it
(Contilluedfrom page 2)
feels. He criticized many members is "council's role to educate the stucia! blunders totaling thousands of. f
·
'I
·
..
.
: or commg to counc1 meetmgs un- dent on the demands and spur interest
dollars caul~ be hsted. here, but I do· prepared and unaware of the real sigin them." The administration must
f th ·
" H
t d
not deem th1s worthwhile at the present 'fi
time.
m 1cance o
e 1ssucs.
e sugges e also act on the demands, he adds.
that members should take greater
Pank then turned his attention to
The letter also alludes to the Black interest in their jobs. "At least," he
Demands and to the VietNam Aware- said, "they should come in once a day the status of the athletic programs at
ness Day. I t should be pointed out to check their mail box, and inquire Xavier, saying that if the quality of our
programs remains constant that, "it
that neither of these issues originated on the latest information."
would be absurd to keep a team when
in council; in fact, little if a'nything has
"Attendance as a whoie is good," other areas of the university could
been done by Council to facilitate the
Pank asserts, but he criticizes him- usc the money." He suggested a club
implementation of the Black Demands
self for not motivating council mem- football team as an alternative to
and it is no secret that the main thrust
bers to take a greater interest in their NCAA football. He also said that foot·
behind the Awareness Day came from
work. Students need the leadership ball could be a focal point for the unistudents outside Council.
council members possess, he feels. versity if a tradition were established,
The letter's parting shot at the But so far they have not received it. and that the Black Demands could be
Xavier News has some merit indeed,
"I am worried about the junior important in helping to recruit black .
but many Council members obviously class " Pank stated. "They arc so athletes.
missed the underlying theme of the ar- • --'- - - - ticle in question. Mainly it was an atmade and affixed . to the cross that
tempt to create. incentive for greater IF7'
stated "This ~ross is dedicated to
action on important issues by Council. W
those that have died in the Korean and
What needs to be understood here is
Vietnam conflicts. 11-69." We then
that these are funds which come from
imbedded the cross in the earth to the
the student body. The attitude of Counright of the shrine.
We are sure that the idea of having
cil should not be one of self-righteousness in this matter, but rather a firm Dear Fr. O'Connor,
such a memorial cannot be objected to
commitment to improve the existing
on reasonably ·gr~~~ps by any member
situation. If this attitude had been
During the memorial vigils for of the Xavier community. It is hour hope
in past years. perhaps it would not those that have died in the Vietnam War that this particular memorial, which
have been necessary to raise the cost held these last two months, we took part comes from our hearts, will be accept. of J.D. cards to $5 this year in order on the prayer services that were held able to the co.mll_l.u_n_\t_Y... ·
t th Our L·•dy Queen of Victory and
-· to come up with sufficient funds-at the a
c
" '
Sincere, 1~ •.:., -.··
p
shrine As you· know this shrine
' ~
beginning of the year. All the blame eace
·
.
.
Mat l;l~yes,)v\ike Bohr, Patty
.
.
honors those Xav1er alumm who have
.
cann!)t be .placcd.wttb th•s ycar.'s.coun-.. ..
.~ .
. .
.
LaGrange, T1m Burke,
'
·' cil, but the fact ·clearly remains that if'.dJed.IJ!,.dJffercnt w.ars.:.Th~_;lclA~Cl\,,qf.(,,,.,_ '"•i>ank'bobfei: • l··ooi'···'-'- ·-'~·--·r
.
t0 th' year's Co 1 il to find a the World War II dead are hstcd there, .
yo.·•.uu
· . .
·
IS u~
IS
•
Ul c
·
but we fell the lack of any memorial to
'. ·. ·
solut10n.
those Americans and especially those .B.
M·.
. .
D
. E k
d
1ke H1ggms, enms c crt, an Xavier alumni thai have perished in the
myself are presently working in con- Korean and Vietnam conllicts.
junction with Mr. Schweizer of the AcWhen, at the close of the vigil held Editor:
counting Department to implement a
N
b
··'
on the campus mall this
ovem er,
consist'
or
a
new
rogram
which
will
Due to a statement made by Fr.
P
the corss beneath which we had spent
bookkeeping system, computerized so many long hours \Vas taken down, Paul L. O'Connor, President of Xavier
·
record keeping, and regular audlls the thought of us· 1·11g that cross as a University, in both the Enquirer and
f
Th'
the Xavier News in the week of Novemamong other re arms.
IS new system continuing memorial to those that had
ber 16, I felt that it was necessary to
will hopefully be in effect before died occurred to us. The place that that
Christmas. Effective student govern- cross now held in our hearts and minds, make clear two points concerning the
ment must be business before it can
Black Demands.
associated with our memory of all those
be a government and possibly this whose names we had J'ust read as dead,
First of all, the gist of Fr. O'Con·
·
'II be ·
b
d
gm to e accepte
made it a natural and fitting choice for nor's statement was very misleading.
philosophy wr
now by our Student Council.
He seemed to be saying that Xavier
this purpose.
To that end we had a metal plaque University had take11 the initiative in
Mark Thiron '71
recruiting more black students. Anyone even vaguely familiar with the
proceedings knows that it was the AAA
(Afro-American Society) that assumed
the initiative after it realized that
Xavier would not act on its own. In
other words, Xavier only acted after
the AAA had shown to it that it should
act. I feel that the realization of this is
very important. My purpose is not to
scream for credit or congraulations
in behalf of the AAA, but to strike down
. the implication that Xavier is the
"great white father" of the black
:'
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Secondly, I wish to make clear an·
other faulty implication. In his state·
ment, Fr. O'Connor specifically stated
that Xavier University was going to
expand its present black studies pro·
gram. The fact is that at the time he
declared this, there was no black studies program, and there will be none
until the second semester. There were
inklings of such a program last year,
but these inklings disappeared when
classes ended in May. Here again,
one might think that Xavier is a wellrounded community, or that it is taking
giant strides to become this. But, it is
not. The AAA proclaimed this in its
Black Demands.
M. R. Pope, '71

Joke of the Wec:k
lit Mtm: "Say, could you loan me a
dime? I want to phone a friend."
2nd Mtm: "Herr's 10 cent!. Go phorw ,
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Frosh Win, 99-83
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Warren, Andre Lead Assault
I

'

By DENNY KING
It was entirely a second half game
as the Xavier freshman basketball
team opened their season with a 99-83
victory over the Rebels of Thomas
More College December I.

!6-5forward

is Brad Grall' who came off the bench
in the second half. By all indications
the freshman squad will be able to face
theit season with a strong bench.

Conny Warren while
:Thomas More still held total points for
individual players Beck 25 and
; Clark 21.
;
The highest individual scorers for
. Xavier were forwards. Conny Warren
and Jon Andre with 19 points. Also
"We were just too hesitant in the
turning in sound. performance were
first half," said Coach Dave Lynch.
Fullarton, Matson and -Bob Petroski.
"Things changed when we started
Another help to the freshman squad
running."
Things changed all right. The Muskies left the floor at half-time trailing
by four, 44-40, and with less than four
minutes gone in the second half, they
had managed to pull ahead by ten,
59-49.

\

Even though all in all the team performed well, Coach Lynch feels that
the team will have to play better to
beat some of the teams on their schedule. But if Monday night was any indication, the freshman team can look
forward to a good season.

They Called It Basketball?

'play of Ron (Fast Break) Moe.ning. D.isBy CHUCK QUINN
Lynch also attributed the change
playing fantastic ball handlmg, dnbto pressure defense. "We used man
bling shooting and sparkling defense,
to man defenSe the whole game. We
The Edgecliff and Xavier Student rabbi~ Ron led all scorers with 18
didn't play zones once." This also Councils played ·a basketball game points. Moening was presented the !
showed In the second half with Xavier for the benefit of the schools' Appa- most valuable player award as he was
scorln& 59 points and holding More at lachia programs.
being carried off the court by his con39.
The score was 47-42 in favor of tingent of large fans.
Most of the rebounding was handled Xavier when pandamoniam broke lose.
by 6-9 XU center Bob Fullarton and It all started when Senior Class Presi.
! dent Bill McDonough was ejected from ,
the game for a flagrant violation of the :
rules. Led by Sophomore Represen- ·
tative Jack DaVita, the XU Student
Council went after referee Jim Me- :
Xavier's director of athletics Kiernan for throwing McDonough out. :
Jim McCafferty announced Saturday
The final score was reported to be. '
a 26-game basketball schedule for the a 179-179 tie. No one is certain whether .
1970-71 season that has the Muskethis is correct. The score was tam- i
te~r's participating for the first time pered with by public address announcer ·
in the Old Domion Basketball Classic Brad Rider who had to _go study for an :
at Norfolk, Va.
ethics test.
·
!
The Musketeers will meet 15 foes
Nothing could slight the brilliant ;
on their home floor, one at the Cincin1
nati Gardens, and 10 on the road.
.
'
Dec. 1-Aquinas College, Xavier fieldhousc.i
I Dec. 5- Bellarmine College. Xavier lieldhouse..
' Dec. 7- Thomas More College, Xavier fieldhouse.
' Dec. 12-Niagara University, Buffalo, New York.
, Dec. 14-Villanova University, Philadelphia, Pa. ·•,
: Dec. 18-Union (Ky.) College. Xavier fieldhouse. ;:
Dec. 21-Loyola (Calif.) University, Xavier field·
house., De~. 29.-0id Domion. Bas~etball Classic.
• Tuland Umversuy, Auburn Umversuy, at Norfold.
· Va., Dec. 30-0id Domion Basketball ·Classic,
Old Domion. at Norfold, va., Jan. 2-U. s. Air
Force Academy, Xavier fieldhouse. Jan. 4-North
Carolina at Charlotte, Xavier fieldhouse. Jan. 9Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis. Jan. 13
-Duquesne University. Xavier fieldhouse. Jan. 16
-University of Detroit, Xavier fieldhouse. Jan. 25
-Miami (Ohio) University, Oxford, Ohio. Jan. 30St. Joseph (Pa.) College, Xavier fieldhouse. Feb.
I
i
3-St. Bonaventure University, Xavier fieldhouse.
.. Wrtte
.
Feb. 6-University of Detroit, Detroit. Feb. 10Federated Department Stores· Inc.,
Cieveland State University, Xavier fieldhouse.
Director of
Feb. 13-University of Dayton, Xavier field·

I

Attention
Business Majors

Basketball
Schedule

Team Drops Two

Losing Is Contagious
Due to unfortunate circumstances
the Thomas More-Xavier game will
not be reported in the News. Also since
the Xavier's did not return home after
their game with St. Joseph's In Phlla·
de\ph\a, but Instead moved on to Olean,
N. V. to play St: Bonaventure Monday,

the News is reprinting a story written
by Paul Ritter for the Sunday Cincin·
nat Enquirer.
BY PAUL RITTER
Enquirer Sports Reporter
PHILADELPHIA - Yes sir, the
game is score, and Xavier's basket·
ball Musketeers proved Saturday night
that when they can shoot they can be
competitive-something which wasn't
too promising in their opener last wee".
The Musketeen lost a 83-74 decision to St. Joseph (Pa.) In Phllly's
Penn Palestra Saturday night, but Xa·
vier made a pme of it. And, aside from
two cold shooting spells, might have
pulled off an upset.
.
,
.As It was, St. Jo.e 5 Hawks needed. a
sohd team effort (s1x Hawks scored m
double figure) to whip Xavier. It was
·
· wh'1ch
the mghtcap
of a dou bleheader m
Penn defeated Navy, 80-66.

But in the first 11 minutes of play the
Muskles wound up with just four baskets and trailed the Hawks, 15-10.
Of the four buckets, Helmers had
three, sophomore Tom Binegar had the
other and guards· Doug Alt arid·:·Joe
Gromada each had a free throw.
Surprisingly, St. Joe was unable to
.
I ~ T
run away f rom t h e o bVIOUS Y •a• mg
Musketeers. The Hawks were manhandling Xavier on the boards, but the
Hawks' shooting was only slightly better than Xavier's.
The St. Joe lead hit 17 points twice,
at 15-1 and 17·10, but Xavier made a
brief rally and pulled back to within
seven (19·11) before fading again late
in the first period.

Run your
own
enterprise
on
our money. I
Total
,i
inVestment=:!
one.
I
·postage I
stamp.
I

St. Joe senior forward Tom Lynch
staged a personal rally near the end of
the half, however, scoring six of his house. Feb. 17-UniversityofCincinnati, Cincinnilti
team's last eight in the period and St. Gardens. Feh. 20-Canisius College. Buffalo. New
York. Feb. 24-Miami (Ohio) University, Xavier
Joe led, 43-29.
· fieldhouse. Feh. 27-University o( Dayton, Dayt<>n,
Xavier hit only 33% of its shots from :Ohio. March J-DePaul University. Chicago. March
the floor in the half, while St. Joe was 6-Marquette University, Xavier fieldhouse.
. pumping in 54.8% in field goals and a
ri t · ~
·
t th
h 't
pe
. ec mne- or-nme a
e c an Y
1me.
.
Junior center John Connolly had II !
points to lead the Hawks at half, while
Lynch and forward Mike Hauer each
ha~ 10. Helmers, the former Hamilton
Badin star had II rebounds and as
·many poin;s to top XU in both halftime
:statistics

I

Executive Resources,
Cincinnati, Oblo 4520%

We'll tell yo~
about it.

1

.-

It was also St. Joe's third straight
win without a los.s, while XU is now
0-2. But the Muskles looked much better than in their 85-64 loss to Thomas
More. Forward Jerry Helmers had an
exceptionally fine game, scoring a !
·
game-high 24 points and 14 rebounds.
Guards Joe Gromada, Chris Hall
!!
and Rick Reder all helped the XU
J
cause by hitting the perimeter shots
;·1
which head coach George Krajack
.
deems so important this year.
Intramural basketball season will 1
Starter Gromada had 13 points, be starting after Christmas. Rosters
while Hall and Reder, both ·seniors, are now being accepted by the I M Office.l
came off the bench to tally 10 apiece. The deadline for the ten-man teams is
·December 17th. ·
St. Joe senior Mike Hauer, the
team's leading scorer and rebounder
The 3-man basketball cl;lampion- 1
a year aao, led the iiawks bi both cate- ships will also be after Christmas.
aorles apln Saturday nl&ht. The 6foot
Referees will be needed for IM bas-' -1
3~-lnch fcr.·ward netted l l points and ketball. Anyone interested can sign
up in the equipment room.
'
arabbed II rebounds.

Easy Riders
Lose Title

Junior forward John Connolly had
Watch the Intramural bulletin board ·
14 points, guard Dan Kelly added 13, in the University Cepter for all intraand Bruce Marks, Jack Snyder and mural notices and activities.
Tom Lynch each had 10 points.
DeFauw's Demons defeated the
Easy Riders for the IM volleyball title.
It looked, at first as if it would be
The game may have made champions
a matter of whether Xavier would win,
out of DeFauw's Demons, but it made a
but rather whether the Muskies were
man out of Brad Rider player-coach of
ever going to get a field· goals.
the Easy Riders. Lancaster Brad had
The first one finally came with this to say about the game, "When
· three 'minutes cone when Jerry Hel· you're The Easy Rider everyone is
ll!e~, soph forwar~, hit ·two quickies. out t_o get you."

I

!

II

i!

1/. ·;

Who cares I Who's got the Coke? Coca~Cola has the
refreshing taste you never get tired of. That's why things go
better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
· ,
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati , .
~
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Football Stay·s

-- Fr. Paul
! improved player was Tony DelVecchio.

By CHUCK QUINN

Gene Otting was a double winner. He
was voted the team's most valuable
player as well as being inducted into
the Musketeer Legion of Honor.

Tom Kneer, President of the Musketeer Club made a statement that was
indicative of what was said throughout
the 1969 Football Banquet December
2 at the President Inn, Ft. Mitchell,
Ky. "There is more to winning than
what the score indicates and these football players are more than athletes,
they are fine students and fine people,
that we should be proud of."
President or Xavier, Rev. Paul L.
O'Connor, S.J. quelled the rumor that
football would be dropped. Although
he had this to say, "Football is in ·a
precarious position but it will be eon·
tlnued here at Xavier. It is a good
thing for the university. It is an in·
tegral part of the University as long as
it doesn't hurt the rest of the Univer·
sity."
-News (JOHN PAYNE) Photo
O'Connor's statements had financial overtones. He went on to cite posXU's Ray Langcaster, (No. 27, dark jersey) drops a pass after sible solutions for any university
being hit by Toledo's Curtis Johnson.
whose football financial program may
be in trouble.
His first proposal dealt with pro
· football. He called upon pro football
to contribute to colleges which have
sent them players. He compared col: lege football to the minor league system of baseball. He noted the fact that
; if colleges were to drop football, the
; pros would have to set up a system that
By JOHN PRICE
; would be similar to that of baseball's.

Each senior was presented with a
plaque with his picture on it. While
the seniors received their plaques they
had a few remarks to say.

contest.
Coach Louder had this to say about
the Freshman squad: "There is one
thing that we strived for-perfection.
We tried to teach them not to be satisfled with mediocracy. w·e tried to
teach· them to shoot for the starts in
all phases or their lives."
Three awards were inaugurated
for the Frosh this year. The award for
the player displaying loyalty, leadership and cooperation went to Bob Goodhart. The outstanding lineman was
Mark Pfieffer. Pat Ragan was the most
valuable back.
Head football Mentor Erv Etler then
announced those who-had won ·letters
during the season. Then varsity awards
were presented. The Judge Memorial
Award for the comeback player went
to Jerry Buckmaster. Ken Kerley was
given the defensive line award. The
·defensive backfield award was presented to Vic Nolting. Ken Blackwell
was given the best offensive lineman
award. The best offensive back was
He also felt that NCAA should help Ivy Williams who is the only sophomore
It finally came to ·an end. The longest season in Xavier football history
:
the
small independent college. The to have gained more than 500 yards
reached a conclusion at El Paso, Texas two weeks ago when the Muskies bowed
season. The
'
NCAA
has a 12 million dollar contract rushing i
to the host Miners, 17-10.
' 'with television. The only recipients
In dropping their ninth verdict In ten decisions the Muskles were dubiously
: of this money are the schools which
crowned as the Josingest team in the school's history.
· participate in the televis~d games. He
The Toledo Rock.ets had carried the Muskies a step closer to that ignoble felt that these funds could be better
distinction three weeks ago when they "second-halbed" the inoffensive Xavier 1 distributed to all colleges similar to
squad, 35-0. It took a 21 point third quarter to tame the upstart Muskies who . the way the professional football-tele: vision contract is set up.
trailed by only a touchdown at the intermission.
Figuring that their undefeated record could probably handle the onceAlso he felt that football could be
victorious Cincinnatians, the Rockets were completely stymied by the alert · helped locally with the possibility of
Xavier defense through two quarters. ~he. Muski~s- .. ~icked. 9ff~. ~~fee_. T,U •. ' doubJe headers in the new stadium.
passes and held the potent Rocket runmng game to JUSt three first downs. . Teams participating in this could be
1711 Dana
The brilliant first half effort was too much for the Muskies to maintain and ' UC, Miami, Dayton and Xavier.
Stlow
your I 0 card
less than ten minutes into the third quarter they trailed, 28-0.
After the dinner, XU Frosh Coach,
Always
extra"I am still confused," said defensive end Jim Brophy who performed Jim Louder, recognized· and congratuspecial
service
magnlficently in a losing cause. "They just came out and ran right through us. lated his team for a fine performance.
I don't think they did anything different.
.
.
He praised them for their pride,
"We made a lot of mental mistakes in the secontl half," Said Brophy still dedication and loyalty in compiling
seeking an explanation for the Rockets' lightning-like burst. "I don't want to wins over Indiana State, Miami and
sound like I'm saying they tried to stay away from me," said Brophy, "but the~ Ball State while dropping the Dayton
did run mostly up the middle in the second half."
However the second half is explained-physical collapse or mental mis- :
takes-the Mid-American champs showed how they compiled a perfect record.
They were methodical and precise on offense and punishing on defense. They •.
did what they had to do to win and they made it look easy.
·
The season finale was a different story as the Muskies were very much
alive throughout after trailing I0-0, in the first half.
. A poor playing surface, deluged by a snow storm and dug up further by a ·
hip school game on Thanksgiving, did not stall the Miners as they rolled up ·
243 yards on the ground. The Muskles could manage just seven first downs and :
65 yards .on the ground.
'
.
\
A 26-yard field goal by Ed Huber tied the contest in the third_ quarter after
a Dave Myers to Jim Murray aerial had accounted for the Musk1es first score.

(1-9) Worst Ever

Coach Etler then made a few statements saying how proud he was to have
coached the team. He felt that they
learned a lot from football.
"They learned to step into the firing line and trade punches with the
fineSt teams that Xavier has ever
faced. They developed confidence
from this. They learned to have courage-to·stand up after they had been
knocked down. They learned to pledge
themselves to each other to win each
game. This taught them teamwork."
He went on: "We did learn much
through our defeats but next year we
are going to teach some lessons. On
December lOth we will begin our
W-1-N-N-E-R program for 1970."
-··-··-:

End Finally Came

!

Xavier
Students
Save 2c per
Gallon at
Dana Ave.

•

••

•

STEAKHOUSE
Special Cut Char-Broiled

• Sirloin Steak
• Idaho Baked Potato
Chef'• Cri1p Gorden

e Salad Bowl• Dreninl
~~:~::art

Cornel

~

.,,,~:t~~~oll ,$1!.? .
ROSELAWN

71DD ltlllllll Ill.

NORTHfRN KY.
4211 Dixie Hwr.

CHERRY GROVE

1517 lethmant Ave. ·

WOODLAWN ·

1OSI& Sprlnrfleld

PI~•

·MONFORT HEIGHTS
North Bend & Chnfet-llth.

This "patch''

When the Miners intercepted a Xavier pass deep in Muskie territory in the
third. quarter, the stage was det for Ed White's winning crash from the one.
Gene Otting, later to be named Xavier's MVP. stole three passes to tie a
school record.

OPPONENTS
I.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Miami (7-3)
Buffalo (6-3)
Kent State (S-S)
Cincinnati (4-6)
Ohio U. (S-4-1)
Villanova· (6-3)
Dayton (3-7)
Quantico Marines (9-1)
Toledo (10-0)
Texas EI Paso (4-6)

Barney Stars
Fonner Xavier end Dick ·(Barney) ~
Barnhorst was voted the outstanding
player for the Pottst~wn, Pa., Firebirds in their 48-14 Athletic Coast
Football League victory over the de.
h
.
H rt~ d C nn
fiend mg c am pion
a .or '
o .,
K ' ht
mg s.
Barnhorst, who prepped at Elder
, High School, caught six passes for 121
, yards and two tou~hdowns. He is the
: property of the National Football Lea, gue Philadelphia Eagles. Pottstown
won the ACFL title this season.

identifies
the world's best
beer drinkers!

-New• (JOHN PA YNEJ Photo

.

s· mall sCh00ls
JIM BROPHY

· .
b k tball team seeking
,
as e
,
. . fi t .ct y faces two small coiItS Irs VI or ,
leges at home before entering the
1Marshall University Invitational tour'.nament December 19 and 20.
.
Hanover College visits Xavier
, F' ldh
Friday ·and Old Dominion
!~t 5-~useday ·X~tvier-is 0-J, .· . .
i· .
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SHUBERT
Theatre • Phone 241-1230

Moon Shot ·Reconsidered Mark

Me~~J
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The surge of national elation sur- annual budget is determined, recom- this fashion.
rounding America's space successes mendations are made to our lawmakers
The sophisticated technology of
last summer provided a transient to appropriate an amount speCific to space science hopefully will be applied
analgesic for the woes which beset our and sufficient for a carefully-evalu- to the levels of convention for the betnation. Politicians, aware of the un- ated need. This need is determined terment of all humanity; it is tainted
precedented questioning of basic in- independent of the sum-total of funds only by natiomilistic editors who view
stitutions in these demanding months available; thus our system of 'deficit the heavens as a new frontier for the
of history, prattled victoriously about spending' which de-emphasizes the extended rivalry of nations. But Amerthis allegedly-unmistakable vindica- ways-and-means and looks to the icans can be justly proud of the moon
tion of the American way, pointing to needs at hand. Thus there is no chance shot and other feats as no other nation
its prestige-value especially as con- that the space money will be used for can in the sense that such accomplishtrasted to the concurrent failure of the other purposes: it simply would not be ments are truthful and reliable paraRus~ian t,unar effort.
taken into account in the budgeting of· meters of their· abundant resourcefulYet observers the world over were funds. A most potent argument against ness and ingenuity so evident in our
anxious to demonstrate the ironic ~he space program is then refuted in ~ay of life.
plight of a nation accomplished in space.
yet so humiliated domestically and in
Vietnam. Some were apparently quite
dissatisfied with the rationale behind
. Contrary to the often expressed and upcoming changes in Selective
sending a man to the moon as opposed
opinion of Selective Service, · d'raft Service. They suggest that students
to the use of some type of complicated
boards are not necessarily the best consult the library of information on
gadget which would not necessitate
source of information on the draft. the draft, conscientious objection, and
the additional expense of sustaining
For one reason, clerks arc often over- related materials found in the Pied
life in the lun~~r vehicle. The astroworked and may not have the time to Piper.
nauts themselves, when questioned on
give the information. For another reathe advantages of sending a man, failed
These students can be contacted
son; certain deferments, particularly
at the numbers listed below:
to provide an adequate solution to an
those .relating to conscientious objecapproach some found difficult to justify.
tors, are ignored, apparently as a
The motives of our space program matter of policy. For these and other John Cushing
Jim Mikol
are being taken to task by those who reasons, it seems desirable to have Husman 109
Husman 266
531-9603
seriously doubt its value to the nation. some sort of draft counseling and edu- 631-9410
Americans are leary of the argument cational service on campus. There- Pat Fan·non
Dick Ellis
that it is critical io the national secur- fore, six students who have recently 266 Senator Pl.
Brockman 319
ity, for we have been guilty of over- completed a draft counseling course 961-4994
631-9606
defining the conditions of our security with the Cincinnati Draft Information·
Bob Good
Tom Gilmartin
in the past. Some say the funds alotted Service will be available for personal
Chabanal.&.Chabanalour space program should be chan- counselling to help relieve the load ·
• 995 Dana
neled to domestic problems: housing which Mr. Ken Eberhard has taken upon 995 Dana
221-5333
221-5333
subsidies, urban . renewal, pollution himself since last spring. They will
Mike
Myers
control, etc. I must dismiss this as a draw upon the resources of the CinMarion Hall 308
prevalent misconception: t_pe Congress cinnati Draft Information Services and
281-9140
does not so function. At the time the will be kept up to date on the recent
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"SUPERB!"

N. Y.DAILY NEWS

Week leCJinninCJ

MON. DEC. 15th .

Eves 1:30 • M1ts. Wed. &S1t. 2 P.M.

"BRILLIANT!"
N. Y.POST

"POWERFUL!"
NEWSWEEK

THE
REPERTORY THEATER
OF liNCOlN· CENTER
presents

Counseling for Draft

:· 'th~.JQ.U$~Cal story t1iat fills

By HEINAR KIPPHARDT
Tr.lnsiJted by RUTH SPEIRS

Featuring (in alphabetical order)
WALTER ABEL • W. B. BRYDON
WHITFIELD CONNOR • MAURY COOPER
RAY FRY • CEC LINDER • WILLIAM MYERS
ROBERT PHALEN • LOU ROGERS • FREDERICK ROLF
TOM ROSQUI • FRANK SCHOFIELD
JOSEPH SCHROER • PAUL SPARER
PHILIP STERLING • SANDOR SZABO
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the world with love.

from CDI where· you
save 200/o to 300/o on
any diamond ring

Meltro-IIJol<lwyn·Mayer Pretenta
Production atarrina

........ O'Toole· Pefula Clark
"Goodbye, Mr. Chips"
CO·IIarrinl Sir MlchHI ..........
Screenplay by Terence Ra\tiaan
Direded by Herbert &a
.
Produced by APJAC Productiona
Mulic and Lyric. by Ialie Bncu- ~
,.,...,Wnr.·anctMetrocoklt

Graceful co·ntemporary
mounting. Large center
diamond, two side diamonds
in engagement ring; three
diamonds in wedding band.

Lord :of the; rings.
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surprise hit ofsexy t>9 will be an old {ashionetl
love~ 'Goodbye, Mr. Chiplt"..Loo~~,..
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In His Own Write

I

'It's Bound to Be a Better Ride

.

DUFF'S

Dan Kane

"Don't point your plastic finger Mexico and travel with all their watery greens and mountain sausage~ and see
at me mister white-collar-conserva- gas in my tank and maybe try a little if there is anything like "polk salad,"
tive, because I'm not going off to fight real Mexican grass, and see the ruins and see the Tallahachee bridge and
your war." I am #308. I'm going out to of the Mayas, and see the ruins of the the gulf of Mexico.
look for America.
Mexicans, and see the ruins of EcuaThen 1 want to·come home ot Ohio
and see the "Blue Hole" and WashingI'm getting on my motorcycle and dor and Guatamala.
going up country where the water tastes
I wantto head north and travel Route'.- ton Court House (if there is one), and
like wine, where the highwas are paved 66 and see what that'& all about, get Kelley's Island and the Isle of St.
with gold, and the California girls are back to the Midwest and cruise Michi- George where that Fantastic "wine"
really tlie·best; I intend to find out why;' gan and Minnesota, down the Lakes to comes from, I can't imagine much of
Then I'll go to the North Country where the East and up to Nova Scotia, d9wn a wine growing island in Lake Erie,
-Dylan used to be, and have fun, fun, fun the east coast and feel the summer in but it could be a truism.' I want to go
till my daddY. takes my Yamaha away. the city.
see the Governor and laugh at him,·
I want to see Big Pink and Minnie
The hot and cold of the big ones, unless he is elected Senator, then I'll
have to make a side trip to D.C. and
Pearl Chicken palaces, and Johnny the closet warmth of the little ones,
make water on him and I want to go to
Cash's front lawn and the Florida Gold . the whites and blacks, the spies and
AntiOch and see if it is such a nest of
Coast, and a real Seminole Indiana and dagos, the greasers and collegiates,
dis~ention and freaks and trouble!!.
a real Texas Twister, and a ghost town the pushers and hookiers, the pimps
· Then I want to see the Taft Museum
and the Santa Fe Trail and Abilene, and queers, the good and bad, and unand Flagstaff, Arizona because the doubtcdly a large chunk of the ugly. I and'Houston Woods, and The Gayety,
Stones mentioned it in one of their want to .sleep in the street, drink from unless they tear it down, and have my
songs yea.-s ago; and I wonder if there rusty 'faucets, get mugged, get laid, quarters thrownback to me from the 1 •
really is such a place. And I want to get hooked, get stoned, go up, come runway at the Pink Pussycat, ~nd I
take a bath in a clean stream in the down, get in, get out, shoot up, shoot want to buy J.T.S: Brown in the corner
mountains, if there is a clean stream out, all the while going 75 m.p.h. and gas station and then go home knowing
somewhere; (I have never seen one). never asking what time it is, or was, that I have seen America. I went look- 1
And maybe rll see· a buffalo or two if or will be. I want to sec the birthplace ing for it and after that I think that I
they arc still allowed to exist. I warit ofSpiroAgnew and laugh, and the birth- will feel that the trip has been a
to cross the Canadian border, without place of John Kennedy and cry, and I success.
danger of being catted an expatriate want to go to Martha's Vineyard and
One thing more: one of my roomand see if there really is, somewhere, · taste the grapes, and I want to see where mates decided to go along with me. He's
a Canadian Club. Then back to the· my parents were engendered and be- #16 in the lottery. He'U have to cut out
States 'to see if I can go into. small gan their lives, and I want to go to somewhere between "polk salad" and
.. towns and sleep in the .city jail over- Carolina, if only to satisfy some hid- ~piro Agnew.
night without being busted for vag- den question in my mind. I want to see
rancy like everybody says. I want· to where Otis and James Brown came
sleep on the ground, and eat bad food, from and see their muscial forefathers
and act pimples and highway.grit in my sitting around on the street comers
hair then wub it all off in. the Pacific still playing today what they did yes(on your AM radio)
.
Ocean. 1 want to sit on the dock of the . t~r~ay.. 1 want ~o see the black mother
l:OO PM -!2:00 Midni8ht
:
bay, and get drunk in the topless ban, s1tt1ng 1n her wandow and ask her what
·
: ... · • ...- . • ..
.
.
· andgetstonedinChinatownopiumdens, she is
and then go. out and,
and see Ronald Reagan, and touch Ber- tell her whtte netghbon what her ans- sports 6 Star Final at 6.
.''
keley, and know the San Andreas Fault. wer was. I want to taste home brew, :
' ·
i
. .-J
I want to make a bopper on the,_!_!!.ip,. and wear checkered shirts and white
Listen . to the special Christmas I \
--··and·get·-buatcd·furduing-notliing on socks, and become provincial and fit sbowonSympbony,foraSilndayAftcr- \ .
.someone else's nothing, and get out on right in with my Norwood drawl. I noon, Sunday, December 14, from 12
1
bail, and.head for the Baja, and see if I want to see a cross burning and then noon to three P.M. on WCXU, 600 on
can stand up under the pressure of all turn all the bastards in and get out of your campus dial.
that crummy territory. Then on into the state quick. I want to eat turnip
1
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$300.00 GUARA~TEEO FOR 11 WEEKS
_
PART-TIME WORk
ALSO SO~ FULL-TIME. OPENINGS
•CALL TODAY.241·294f
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Pure grain llavotfhat never qu~.

Van Heusen'& traditional favorite keepe
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timely.tWo:-b.utton cuff interest, a Brooke
tab collar that ~ to new lengtha to ftt the
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Democratization Of Th~ University
Roger A. Fortin, PhD.,
Assistant Professor
of History

says American society lacks - by re- unrest in the Sixties conclude that postmaining consistent with its identity. Modern students experience frustraln my judgment, University mem- · tions in growing up in a technological
hers should exercise restraint with and complex society. American eduThroughout the Sixties a number regard to increasing democratization cational institut.ions fail "to meet the
of young people challenged concentra- of their institution. Perhaps they place appetites and capacities of human nation of economic, political, and aca- too much faith in the democratic pro- ture" necessary for our young men
demic power in a few hands. Today, cess as a panacea to academic prob- and women to realize their human
reputable scholars as well as student lems, and shamefully devote too little worth. Though physical participation
activists protest against economic in- time striving toward the University's might temporarily and superficially
justices, political bureaucracy, and main goal. Expansion of old commit- satisfy students, teachers, and adminirrelevant academics. ln an effort to tees and creation of new ones, addition istrators, as human beings they need
correct injustices and ameliorate con- of individual participants in adminis- to cultivate- perhaps laboriously dwell
ditions, some people recommend trativc decision-making, do not in upon - more substantial matters. A
the University member should be encourinstitutional changes in the direction themselves necessarily fulfill
of greater individual participation in University's purpose. Do these insti- aged and given the opportunity to examdecision-rpaking. In this brief article" tutionaf changes help uplift the indi-, ine his life. As Socrates appropriately
I should like to express my concern vidual's self-esteem'! Do they help once said: "An unexamined life is not
improve the quality of his fife'? Perhaps worth living." In order for man to be
these new instrumentalities testify to at peace with himself, to feel secure,
the University's greater concern over he needs to develop his individual huprocess than substance. One thing is man p~operties as fully as possible.
certain, however,
there is• much more ·~·..-· -·1t-,th e umvers1
· ·t· y•s purpose, an d
• •
IS
measurable act1vtty.
But
1 1 y, 1o wor k
.
. . tn what man- · eac h •P'n~ "' Pr•s respons1'b'f't
• d Th U ·
·t • fi t
ner does th1s new act1v1ty elevate the · t w
e mvers1 y s 1rs
h
. d'l
.
. . o <>•u ····~ .:n .
uma~ mrn · Ale.xl~. de Toc~u:vllf.e priority should be to provide an atmo·
wrote rn I 835 that a democratic rnstth
· 1
If t 1
d
of
sp ere. congema 1o In1e ec ua .a~
tution kee s· the •real r
.
P .. g
e part . men aesthettc growth. More opportumttes
m_ consta.nt acttvtt~; and the ha~1ts of should be afforded students and teachmtnd wh1ch arc su1ted to an act1ve life ers to read and contemplate, and there
are not always suited to a contempla- should be more concern for the quiet
tive one." A .more recent observer of and uncomplicated fife. Perhaps the
the American academic scene "poin'ied University fails to five up to its expecout that we worry "less over the con- tations by pursuing diversified intertent of a\1 education, the meaning of ests and assuming too many duties
Roger A. Fortin, Ph~. truth, knowledge, and culture, than
remote from its main purpose for exis·
over increasing democratization of over understanding and improving the tence. Alfd in the process, it does not
the University.
learning
process."
help the student find himself but furRecent scholarship sustains youth
Psychologists, sociologists, and ther complicates his life and inadver·
concern over the frighiening effects of iilstorians who liive- studied youth tently intensifies .youth alienation.
new technologies and sympathizes with
growing youth alienation. The situation
is grave and there is increasing talk
of the loss of the human spirit. We have
allowed economic goals to monopolize
our lives. Professor John Kenneth Galbraith, Harvard economist, recently
wrote: "I am led to the conclusion that
we are becoming the servants in
thought, as in action, of the machine we
have created to serve us." Prominent
educators observed that modern higher
education is "extensively accommodated to the needs of the industrial
system."
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Tbe Sad-l'unn)', Stor)' ol
Ratso Rlzz~ and the Cowbo)'!

ONE OF THE HIGH SPOTS
FROM THE MOVIE THAT'S
A SURE NOMINEE FOR ACADEMY AWARDSI

"MIDNIGHT

COWBOY"
STARRING

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
JON VOIGHT
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Downtown 1111•. 71ft St•• , . _ 241-7711

How can the University help evevale the tone of society? How can it help
check growing youth alienation? How
can it help revitalize interest in more.
valuable concerns than economic
goals'? Does the University by gradually democratizing itself help restore
the human spirit?
If the University functions consistent with its purpose it serves as an
invaluable aid to humanity. I believe
that it must be primarily and fundamentally concerned with the quality
of human life and should dedicate itself
to uplift the dignity of the individual.
·This is the University's identity and its
purpose for existence. University
members -- students, teachers, and
administrators - should attend to
human needs. Vocational and occupational pursuits are secondary. The
University can most effectively gen- ·
eratc an appreciation for the "tragic
sense of life" - which the December 5
Ti.me
on the MyLai· incident _

If you're a Beast in
search of Beauty,
we ttave a special
elixir. ~tatic:';' new
after-shave with a
high-voltage scent.
And sound. Rub it
on and Static makes
noise. Crackles, like
electricity. Beast
will get a charge out
of it. So ~ill Beauty.

The mating call
of the 70's

